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The Presidents’ Alliance on Higher Education and Immigration urges members of Congress to ensure American competitiveness, advance scientific innovation, and strengthen national security by enacting policies that promote the United States as the preeminent destination for international students and scholars to study, live and work.

Background: Due to the absence of a clearly communicated U.S. policy to attract and retain international students to the United States amidst increasing competition from other countries, the United States is losing our edge in the global competition for talent. The latest State Department/IIE Open Doors report shows that we’ve just seen new international student enrollment decline for the fourth straight year, endangering a vital pipeline of talent for our knowledge economy. This is an issue of bipartisan concern, as international students not only make our classrooms more global and diverse, helping to prepare our own students to meet global challenges, but also represent a vital component of our research enterprise, economic well being, and America’s reputation around the globe.

International students Contribute to our Campuses, Communities and Country

The exchange of people and ideas is necessary to ensure we have the knowledge needed to fight the next global threat or pandemic, and international students are vital contributors to our knowledge and innovation agenda. Our graduate science programs, in particular, are dependent on the presence of international students and scholars. Both of the vaccines first approved for use in the United States were developed with internationally collaborative science and with the help of foreign students and immigrants. And we can thank foreign students for our ability to remain connected, even as COVID-19 has required us to stay physically distanced. The video conferencing technology that has allowed us to connect virtually was made possible through the scientific breakthrough led by a former foreign student who studied in the United States decades ago.

International students also help us build relationships with other countries. U.S. national security and foreign policy leaders have often referred to them as our greatest foreign policy asset. Our ability to attract top international students in the past has meant that the U.S. educates more world leaders than any other country; in 2020, 62 leaders from 58 countries studied in the U.S. earlier in their careers.

In addition to the immeasurable foreign policy and academic benefits of welcoming international students to our institutions, these students also make significant economic benefits. International students create jobs and help us grow our economy. For every 8 international students we welcome, 3 US jobs are created or supported, according to NAFSA’s latest data. These students and their dependents contributed $38.7 billion & nearly 416,000 jobs to the U.S. economy annually, helping many of our institutions and communities to make up for lower state budgets for higher education and to offer lower tuition rates to domestic students.
But in the last academic year, the United States lost more than 42,000 jobs and $1.8 billion as students chose to study in other countries. For a greater understanding of how further declines in enrollment will affect our communities, view your state and district’s data [here](#). To view the economic importance of re-opening the United States to international students from currently under U.S. travel bans, click [here](#).

**The problem is that we can no longer assume that students will always come here.**

We’re at a pivotal moment in the global competition for international students that may very well determine what happens for decades to come.

According to a report released in January by the Migration Policy Institute, although the United States has long been the top receiving country for international students, who historically have been drawn by the high quality of U.S. higher education, its value on the international labor market, and access to job opportunities in the United States after graduation, we have now seen marked a decrease of almost 20,000 international students from the year before.

To ensure we have the science needed to fight the next global threat, strengthen our economy, and repair our relationships with other countries, we must out-compete other nations to welcome and retain the best and brightest from all around the world.

**Recommendation: Congress should articulate the value of international students and send a message that they are welcome to succeed here by enacting proactive policies that help us attract, welcome and retain students.**

Welcome the Best and Brightest to the United States

1. **Establish a coordinated U.S. strategy to recruit, support and retain international students and scholars.** Universities and colleges have been working hard to stem the decline in international student enrollments, but without a national recruitment strategy we are at a disadvantage with other competitor countries. A coordinated, national recruitment strategy should rely on active collaboration between government, higher education institutions, and international exchange organizations and result in a strategic plan for enhancing global competitiveness with respect to attracting international students, scientists, and scholars from a wide variety of cultures, backgrounds, and perspectives to the United States. With a combination of concurrent resolutions, appropriations and oversight, Congress should articulate policy that the United States should establish an international education policy to enhance national security, significantly further U.S. foreign policy and economic competitiveness, and promote mutual understanding and cooperation among nations. Policy objectives should include: (1) producing citizens with a high level of international experience and expertise by promoting greater diversity of locations, languages, and subjects involved in teaching, research, internships and study abroad (2) supporting visa, immigration and employment policies that promote increased numbers and a greater diversity of international students; and (3) promoting partnerships among government, business, and educational institutions and organizations to provide adequate resources for implementing this policy.

2. **Expand dual intent to include foreign student (F) visa applicants.** The United States should modernize immigration law by expanding dual intent to include international students applying for F-1 visas attending U.S. colleges and universities, a concept that is currently available in other nonimmigrant categories such as specialty workers (H-1B) and intracompany transferees (L-1). Such a change would permit
individuals who are being screened for a visa or when entering the United States to communicate an interest in transferring to another legal status after the completion of their degree, which current law prohibits by assuming all foreign students will be “non-immigrants.”

3. **Exercise oversight to ensure the State Department and relevant agencies improve visa application processing for students and scholars.** The unpredictable timeframe for security clearances and administrative processing runs counter to the critical needs of time-sensitive experiments and research. The lack of transparency when applications take longer than 60 days further frustrates the ability of scientists and researchers to do their work. The COVID pandemic has led to yet greater uncertainties, as institutions and prospective students seek assurances that our consulates will be able to process visa applications in time for the 2021-22 academic year.

4. **Exercise oversight to ensure the Department of Homeland Security improves USCIS processing times.** USCIS should prioritize predictable processing times and implement technological improvements. There are dire consequences for students and scholars falling out of or violating immigration status. Reasonable and reliable processing times are critical to ensuring maintenance of status. However, as the American Immigration Lawyers Association describes in a [January 2019 report](https://www.aILA.org/immigration-lawyers-association.html), USCIS processing delays have reached “crisis levels.” For example, as of January 16, 2019, the processing time for extension of foreign student status was 11.5 to 15 months at the USCIS Vermont Service Center, and has since come to a standstill. The delays in processing work authorizations for Optional Practical Training (OPT) are particularly concerning and will jeopardize our ability to recruit and retain talented international students if not resolved immediately.

### Support and Retain Talent in the United States

1. **Adjust immigration law to permit a smoother entry to work for skilled graduates of U.S. higher education institutions.** Our nation would do well to allow those educated by our institutions to stay and contribute their knowledge and skills to our economy. There is broad, bipartisan support for “stapling a green card” to the diploma of international students graduating from U.S. colleges and universities. Congress should create a direct path to green cards for foreign student alumni, eliminate the green card backlogs, and prevent future backlogs. Priority should be given to those with PhDs, master’s, bachelors and associates degrees from U.S. higher education institutions, and should represent the wide range of fields of study needed in our economy.

2. **Enact family-friendly policies for students and scholars by providing limited work authorization for spouses of individuals with F status.** Earning a U.S. degree, especially master’s degree or Ph.D., often requires many years of study. Providing the option of work authorization for spouses will help to attract and retain these talented international students who contribute to U.S. innovation and competitiveness.

3. **Direct DHS and DOL to permit limited opportunities for individuals to earn money while studying in the United States.** This option would be an important step toward providing students with access to resources that could support their enrollment. The current restrictions on work, makes it harder for non-wealthy international students to consider studying here. Such a change in policy would help us to compete with other nations for these talented students, and would contribute to more diversity in sending countries and income levels of students, thus advancing our foreign policy interests.
4. **Direct DHS to provide flexibility for higher education institutions to admit foreign students for innovative and evolving educational programs.**
   Immigration policy should be modernized to keep pace with current education models, including low residency programs, online courses and programs requiring multiple study abroad experiences.

5. **Direct the Department of Homeland Security to streamline the now long-delayed adjudication of requests from SEVIS-certified higher education institutions to offer new programs.** The Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) conducts extensive reviews and vetting before certifying schools to admit foreign students. After certification however, a separate adjudication is required to admit foreign students to newly created programs or majors. This process now takes months, if not years, during which time the school may not offer the programs or major to any foreign students. This unnecessary re-review process wastes ICE resources and limits access to new study options.

6. **Direct the Department of Homeland Security to preserve experiential learning opportunities for foreign students and authorize employment for their families.** The prior administration created great uncertainty by proposing to scale back or eliminate OPT as a priority. While a U.S. District Court rejected a Washington Alliance of Technology Workers union (WashTech) lawsuit challenging the one-year and two-year STEM OPT extension, the plaintiffs have filed an appeal. Experiential learning, OPT for international students, is a key component of U.S. higher education. Access to this opportunity attracts international students, and our competitor countries use their similar programs to attract students away from the United States. As noted above, there are significant delays in processing employment authorization documentation for students to participate in the Optional Practical Training Program, and Congress should exercise oversight to ensure the program is functioning efficiently.

7. **Ensure that any changes to the H-1B Specialty Occupation Visa program facilitate the ability of international student alumni of and scholars at U.S. higher education institutions to access these temporary work visas.** Wage prioritization, for example, should take into account that new graduates of our institutions often start off in H-1B status before advancing in their careers to eventually transition to lawful permanent residence status. Early career professionals must have access to these visas or we will risk cutting off the talent pipeline that we need to grow our economy.

**About the Presidents’ Alliance:** The nonpartisan, nonprofit Presidents’ Alliance on Higher Education and Immigration brings college and university presidents and chancellors together on the immigration issues that impact higher education, our students, campuses, communities and nation. We work to advance just immigration policies and practices at the federal, state, and campus level that are consistent with our heritage as a ‘nation of immigrants’ and the academic values of equity and openness. The Alliance is composed of over 500 presidents and chancellors of public and private colleges and universities, enrolling over five million students in 43 states, D.C., and Puerto Rico.
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